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The report is concerned with the vortex flor; which arises 
when separation occurs at a 'h.ighlJ swept leading edge. &ssurenents 
were made in the flow over fls5 plates at 45" izcidcrice each having 
a sharp leading edge of 63O s~reep. The prezsurc and vc1ocity 
distributions both along the aAs of the vortex an6 for one 
cross section of the i"loz a,re pres<:nt:d togctller -kth a preliminary 
discuszion of their significance. 

Current research at Z,F-'.L. into the flow over swqt and 
delta -3ings includes an extensive prograr;n:le of measurencnts in the 
vortex fiovr due to separz.tion Tron: a sharp leading edge. An 
opnortunlty is now t&en 'co l;‘resellt ;i connected set of results which . 
rca.se neT$ and iiltcrcstiag qxs tions regarding the structure of the 
vortex flow. 

ktiblished by permission sf the Director, M.P.7,. 
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numerous positions in the vortex field. The outside diameter of the 
5-tube probe was 0*4O in., this being sr.lail in relation to the 
dimensions of the vortex field and thought L 
encountering 

bo be acceptable except when 
steep gradients in the flow. 

Of the pressure fluctuations 
Inform:,tion on the intensity 

in the flovi field was obtained by replacing 
the 5-tube probe by a plain total-head probe aligned with the flow and 
connected by tubing to a microphone. Although the significance of these 
particular measurements is not _rerfectly clear, the root-mean-square 
output of the microphone is regarded as 5 mcasurc of the intensity of 
the fluctuations in the total-head pressure. 

The pressures at positions along the axis of the vortex were 
obtained using small individual pitot and static tubes of diameters 
0*024- in. and 00036 in. respectively. The static tube had a single 
hole in its surface and initially the tube was carefully aligned along 
the axis of the vortex by trial and error adjustment until rotation of 
the tube about its axis had no effect on the measured pressure. The 
total head pressure was subseq-uently measured at the same position. 

With the flat delta plate shown in Fig. 2 the velocity of 
fluid passing along the axis of the vortex ~53 measured in a water 
tunnel. A thin filament of dye solution introduced upstream of the 
model was so positioned that it travelled along the axis o-f the vortex. 
Periodic interruption of the dye emission enabled the speed with vkich 
each new front moved along the vortex to be obtained from frame-by-frame 
3.lXbl.jW23 of tine records, 
2 i:i./;ec to 15 in./sec. 

Tine free stream water speeds ranged from 

in both wind tunnel and water knnel experiments tiz 
measurements were confined to the region ahead of the position of 
vortex burstific,, which in both cases was downstream of the trailing edge. 

The notation and reference axes are shown in Fig. 3. FOr tile 
purpose of display, the velocity at each measuring position has been 
resolvect into two COmponents: 

(0 u, the coqonent parailcl to the leading edge, 
anti 

(ii) a vcc-kor {the resultant of v and w) in the 
measurixg plane nor:Lsl to the leadins edge. 

In Fig. 3 "AC mid-;.oint 02 each arrolv corresponds to the position of 
ths messuriz~ coin-t and the length and direction represent the velocity 
vector (7 f m > v&il.:t col;tours of equal values of u are pivw rip " , 
Fig. 1-I.. 1~ hot% diagra;;!s Yle velocities are eqressed as r:tios to 
the f rijc stream velocity Vob It must be mentioned that in deducing 

these ratios from the pressure measurements, the density has ijeen taken 
to be constant throughout the vortex field. 'The ratios are thus inore 
prec~scly ratios of indicated velocity. Also plotted in Fig. 3 is the 
distribution of pressure 01': the cppcx- surface 02 t;?G plate determined 
fror,l surface pressure hole::. 

The static pressure coefficient Cu z (~-;~,)/$o'ii~ , the 

total &ad pressaye decrcr.2en.l; (rlo--T)/-i;pV" 
0 

and the microphone output 

are SilOwn rospec-tively 1,: Xgs. 5, G md 7 by contours which have been 
obtained by intcrpoltit5on from the measured values. 

The/ 
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The pressures measured with the static and total head tubes 
at several positior-malong the axis of the vortex are shown in 5'ig. 8. 
The values at station B can be regarded as independent measurements of 
the maximum values appropriate to the main vortex contours of Figs.5 and 6. 
From the measurements with the static and total head tubes at the axis of 
the vortex, a velocity VA along the axis has been deduced on the assumption 
that the change of static pressure across the radius of the static tube can 
be ignored. The results are plotted as the ratio VA/V, in Fig.9 together 
with the direct speed measurements made in the water tunnel. 

A thorough assessment of the accuracy of the results would be 
valuable; unfortunately this is not yet possible owing to a lack of 
experience of menowc;nents in a strong vortex field. At prcsznt it is 
OLLy p0ssZl.e to maI-re comparisons between the few results which have 
been obtaineci by more than one method. 

A large discrepancy exists between the pressure measured by 
holes ii1 the uppt;r s~ri'a,c:e of the piatc and tiiu surface stats pressure 
suggesled by the s-tube probe roadir.gs. 
OP -2, 

For instance, the peak Value 
is about 2~ 5 by suri'scc pre-- Qtiurc moasureCIonts (Fig. 3) but Less 

than 2"O tjjT CXk~~-~Ola~tiOil of YLC: cc;l;'iOUSS Oi' Fig. 5. This sugg,est s 

that the static +s suris ob-&,irleiJ ~,-&i;h 'the ~-<<IJ.~o~ pro'02 %ye to0 &$l. 

This is borne out b;r to3ts which si,o;7ed that the ;rescnce of ihe probe 
near the surface raised the :Locai static j-)roSsure. Very close to the 
axis Of the vortex, the size and form of the 5-&fi;,e probe viould make the 
si~ific:ance of the rcadin~s very doubtful. ~~7cvcrtholess, although a 
precise extrapolation to $2~ position of tilt a&.~ cannot be mado OW~~IC; 
to the stzepncss of the grsclknks, _ -Lhc: 5-tuuc probe results are not 
inconsistent with those from the s-ta-kc and total head tubes. 

The 3atcr tunnel measurer2~n-ks of thy velocity of i'luid along 
the axis of the vortex v/ere intended to corroborate by a different and 
more direct method the remarkably high velocities deduced from 42,~ axial 
presru.332 measurements in the v;ind iunnel. They do in fact cor~fir~r, the 
existoncc of axial velocities in oxccss of f-roe stream and, in vi237 of 
the trend i;ith Reynolds nu,.ber si:~~n? by the v:stor-tunnci rcsull-s in 
Fig, 3 atnd -the much higher B~ynolds number of t'?c "Kind-tunflel eA~"rinerlt 9 
they sug~;cst that t?:e -gclo~i-':j~~;s &rivcd from the ?rcssure moasuromtnts 
are fess ible. 

From general considorstions, errors due to the finite size 
of -the probe and those from a.iiy wsteakiness in the vortex position 
would be c7xpccted to decrease tht: gra&k;:ts in the trar_svLrsc distributions 
of the measured cpimti-tics. k ad&d;ion i-t is lj&ly -&-at -I;hcrc is 
some error when ti-tc total-head meas~ur~:iaei:Ls arc: nado in tu&ulent Ylour. 

4. Discussion .-*1--~~_---~ 

The results comprise the distribution 02 qtia:ltities ;)oth 
along the axis of' the vortes and in a glane normal to the leading edge, 
which, due to the small alglc (lesn than 8*) between theCvortox axis 
and the leading edge, is close to a transverse section of the vortex. 

L:- . -1 vc10ci.t;ls 5eid . L.. cI-- --a -- 
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values of the transverse vector (v + I?> show that tLe angular velocity 
about the vortzz axis increases as the axis is approached. On physical 
grou:&, a core of solid body rotation is to be ox:~ctod. :1owcver ? 
down to a radius of about 0025 in.,below which the .5-t:lbe probe 
measurements are likely to be unrcliablc,no such core has been detected. 

Just above the upper surface an6 close to the leading edge 
there is a region which usually contains v:cak subsidiary vortices. 
In the present mcasurcmerits the most significant feature of this 
reg!i.on is a fl0:;i WhiCtl is mainly parallel to the leading edge an6 has 
velocities aPproximating to that of the free stream. It is noticeable 
that the sintar layer between this region and the flo~:ii around the leading 
cdgo does not seem to extend far into the vortex field. The 
riiscontinuity across this shear layer involves a consitirable chantl;c 
in flov; rlirection. For Instance, in the accompanying diagram at a 
Point such as & just inboar? of the shear lay<:r the results show 
the velocity has magnitude 0099 V, uzith a &ircc':;ion almost normal 
to the plane of -Ihi diagram, ;Jnilst at SZ just outboard of the layer 
tix velocity is 1.33 V, at 36” to the +XKZ. 

4.2 

prs3ssures 

vortex. 

increased 

Pressure fi.el& =-ej- -m-----z 

As shown in Figs. 5 and 6, the static and the total-head 
both fall with incrcasintl; stcePncss towards the axis of the 
'I'he low static pressure is associated partly with the 
vclocitics iy? the vortex and. partly T;Jith the reduction of total 

heaci. Fig. 8 show that nearly hall the reduction in static pr-ssure 
at the axis or" the vortex is attributable to a ro&ction of total head. 

In vien of th;: very low pressures encounterei: near the axis of 
the vortex it is of somi interest to oxmine the p0ssi~~ili.t~ of Corn- 

prcssibility effects. It is convenitnt to consicier the ratio of the 
static pressure P at a point in the vortex to po the free-strcar:l 
static pressure. For a c~~~.pr~ssiLlc ~3s i7c have the relation 

P/P, = 1+&yN2C 
oP 

where MO is the free-stream bz~h nuzbzr and Cp is the pressure 
coefficient corresponding to pressure p . 

At 80 ft/sec (11, c 0*07), the wind srced of tTne present tests, 
the value of C measure& at thL vortex axis at station I3 was 
approximately -'3. P NO,T if the value of the pressure coefficient 
remained the same when the speed. I-;as increased to correspond to 
BI 0 = o"23 the VdUO Of p/po W0d.d be aPproxim!tely 0~5 and the 
vortex field would bi\ modified by density and temperature ch,anges. 
This is confirmed at"130 ft/sec (~1 G 0~16) by a reduced tcmpcraturc 
indicated by a thcrmocoupl i: p2nced"ncar the axis of the vortex a&.., 
un&er suitable con&i.tions of humidity, by the condensation of water 
vaPour. In practice thi: value of CP must increase from -13 y:ith 

increasing/ 
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increasing Xach number, certainly before the value Mo = o-33 is 
reached for otherwise the pressure in the vortex would fall to absolute 
vacuum. 

In addition to the minimum at the axis of the vorto;:, two 
other regions of reduced total head exist (Fig. 6), one in thz region 
just inboard of the leading edge, the other corrcs::onding to the shear 
layer from Ihe leading edge and forming a total-head valley I-which curls 
into the vortex. 

The contours of microphone output (Fig. 7) curl into 1;Ele 
vortex in a manner similar to that of total head (Fig. 6). There is 
a region of maximum intensity of fluctuations at the axis and another 
at some distance along the shear la-yer from the leading edge,but in 
the immediate neighbourhood of the leading edge there is a remarkable 
absence of fluctuations. It would appear then that -the shear layer 
leaving the leading edge is initially laminar and steady, but beCOrCS 

turbulent in the region of maximum fluctuation intensity. 

The cause of the intense fluctuations at the axis of the 
vortex is not yet understood but further measurements at other stations 
should help. At least three possibilities exist:- 

(1) The fluctuations generated by the turbulent breakdovjn 
of the shear layer are convec-ted in-to the vortex field. 
The maximum intensity n:ar the axis is a result of a 
central "focussing" of the disturbances diffused from 
the particle paths I-kich are nearly cylindrical spirals, 

(2) Fluctuaticns arc generated everywhere in the vortex field 
particularly near the axis where high shearsexist. 

(3) The fluctuations ori&natc in the tunnel wall boundary 
layer some of which enters the vortex at the apex of tile 
model. 

With regard to (2) above it can be pointed out that 
generation of turbulence evcrywherc along the axis of the vortex would 
be eqected to be accompanied by a reduction of total head with distance 
along -tile axis. Pig. 8 shows that except near th:: apcx, the distribution 
of total head along the axis is almost fiat and even shows a slight 
tendency to rise. Iioi~~evcr the &senct,- of' a falling to-Gal--head prcss~~re 
might be duo to the radial inflow of fluid of higher total head rather 
than to an absence of turbulence gcnoration. 

1x1 view of the magnitude of the fluctuations near the a.XiS 

in relation to that usually encountered in a turbulent boundary laycr, 
the authors believe that possibility (3) above is unlikely. 

4-‘3 JVllasurements along the axis of the vortex *&..A _ 

The mechanism by which the excess velocity along the axis Of' 
the vortex is produced and maintained is a matter of considerable 
interest and speculation. The wind-tunnel results show a favourable 
pressure gradient and an axial velocity incrL 2asi.q with distance from 

the apex. There is the possibility that the veloci-cy comsonents 
parallel to the axis of the vortex are E. direct consequence of a 
pressure distribution prescribed by the rotational velocity components. 
Then if with increasing distance from the apex tkse rotational 
components are augmented in some manner by the vortici-ty generated by 
the flovj around the leading edge, such a mechanism could explain the 
falling static pressure along the axis. 

Furthermore/ 
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Furthermore the measured increase of axial velocity along the 
axis must entail a r&i-al inflow component towards the axis of the vortex. 
On the assumption that angular momentum is conserved, the tightening of 
the spiral paths tends to increase the rotationai components in the region 
of the axis. 

The water-tunnel measurements can be interpreted to suggest 
3 trend. with Reynolds number of the velocity along the vortex axis. 
However, it must be pointed out that there was a noticeable increase in 
stream turbulence between the flow for R = O-1 x Id and that for 
R = 003 x I@; this itself may have a significant effect on the axial 
velocity. 

Arising from a consideration of the flow over a delta of 
infinite extent, it would be expected that for a finite wLng, t'ne axial 
velocity ratio at any position well upstream of the trailing ec?ge could 
be considered as a function of a local Reynolds number depending on 
the distance from the apex. An analysis on this basis would be of 
interest and will be attempt4 when mcasurcments over a suitable range 
of conditions have been obtained. Although the water-tunnel neasurcmcntS 
already made have been used to obtain the mean fluid velocity over 
finite lengths of the vortex axis, they arc not sufficiently accurate 
for an analysis involving variations along the axis. 

Further Work ----.yI- 

Similar measurements at other stations along the plats and 
for other angles of sweepback and incidence are already planned or in 
progress; these wili include an attempt to obtain more detailed 
information on the flow close to the leading edge. In addition it is 
intended to investigate Reynolds number eYfr;cts, also compressibility 
effects including the temperature field. 

Another aspect which is being covered concerns the mechanism 
of vortex bursting. 
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